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Those Who Torture Their Tresses Turn to ReSami Miracle Hair, to Repair Their Lustrous Locks

Get Shiny, Lustrous Locks with ReSami Miracle Hair Treatment, The Celeb Style Secret that Harnesses the
2000-Year-Old Power of Ayurveda to Revive Damaged Hair

Oct. 15, 2007 - PRLog -- The road to bad hair is paved with good intentions.  Women who torture their hair
with super-ionic flat irons, trendy Japanese hair straightening treatments, and that perfect shade of golden
honey blonde highlights are often in for dull, flat color and frizzy, damaged tresses.  While they achieve
perfectly straight, lustrous colored locks, in the short term, they often end up with hair that is dull, lifeless,
broken and knotted.  We suffer through daily styling damage, to achieve that perfect hairstyle, at the
expense of healthy hair.  Today, more that ever, women have access to the hottest celebrity hairstylists and
the most advanced professional-strength styling tools and potions to attain perfectly gorgeous hair styles.
 Yet, the very modern hair advances that help women get the look they want take a toll on the overall health
of their hair, day in and day out.  Plus, who can afford those expensive salon masks, wraps and deep
conditioning treatments?  They don't last more than a day or two anyway.   Now there is a new remedy that
the fashion insiders have discovered.  

Celebs are turning to ReSami Miracle Hair, the wildly-popular, state-of-the-art, concentrated, hair treatment
serum that is sweeping the mean streets of Hollywood.  ReSami, a Sanskrit word  which means "looks and
feels strong, shiny and luxurious like silk," rediscovered the two-thousand-year-old Hair care rituals that
correct modern hair problems.  This Miracle Hair Replenishing Complex Serum harnesses the revered
power of exotic, rare, ancient Eastern hair nourishing and strengthening plant extracts amla, tulsi and haldi
and modern serum technology to create Zen-like harmony and balance and Rebirth of new life to your hair.
 

ReSami Miracle Hair is the celebrity secret weapon that protects the most glamorous manes in Hollywood
against breakage, heat, harsh stylers, alcohol spritzes, perms, flat irons, and highlighting.  This intensive
hair serum harnesses the power of nature by combining powerful natural and organic ingredients for serious
hair treatment.  It is one hundred percent oil-free, alcohol-free, dye-free, glycerin-free, petroleum-free,
glycol-free, resin-free, wax-free, fragrance-free, residue-free animal testing-free and water-free.  It
strengthens every hair strand using proven, ancient ingredients to strengthen every strand.  ReSami's client
list reads like a who's who of Hollywood elite.  The frizz-fighting, Ayurvedic hair serum has cured the coifs
of the biggest celebs to give them the latest of-the-moment hairstyles.  The most stressed-out tresses can use
it daily as a leave-in-conditioner and glamour girls with less damaged hair can use it as an intensive hair
treatment occasionally, just when they need that extra boost of shine for their  marvelous manes.  ReSami
Miracle Hair deftly turns any mangy mop into best-tressed perfection.    

ReSami Miracle Hair replenishes your hair's shine, body and elasticity with ancient Ayurvedic beauty
secrets from the the hills and fields in India and the Himalayas.  ReSami Miracle Hair isn't reserved for the
rarefied world of celebs.  ReSami Miracle Hair adeptly makes Plain Janes look like Hollywood starlets with
a French je ne sais quoi that never seems forced or overly-glamorized. It's the style secret that constantly
sells out on it's frequent appearances on HSN.  Celebutantes stock up on ReSami Miracle Hair for haute
hairstyles that stop them dead in their tracks.  Forget about hair extensions; ReSami lets your natural hair
grow longer and faster, because it eliminates the need to keep cutting off split ends and protects against
pulling out thousands of strands with a hairbrush. ReSami Miracle Hair is truly the hottest ticket in
Tinseltown.  ReSami Miracle Hair repairs the damaged manes of everyone from demure Hollywood
ingenues to wild child hotel heiresses.  It's the key to creating the hottest frizz-free hairstyles in New York
and LA.  Stylephiles and Hollywood insiders are buzzing about this effective treatment for tired, worn-out
hair; a sure-fire bet to get the shiniest, most lustrous locks in town.  
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ReSami protects hair from breakage and split ends from harsh brushing and combing.  Users report that
after trying ReSami, they have less hair falling out of their head and into their hairbrush.  It prevents
thinning hair by protecting and sealing the hair cuticle, eliminating snags, knots and tangles so you can
comb your hair without breakage.  Its a natural way to prevent hair loss without harsh chemicals or drugs.
 It instantly silkens and retexturizes hair to make dry, dull hair thicker and softer.  You don't have to be a
jet-setter to get movie-star hair with ReSami Miracle Hair. ReSami Miracle Hair is the premier treatment to
tame that must-have haute couture Hollywood haircut.    

ReSami Miracle Hair is the ideal treatment for all kinds of women, from young starlets mix to the ladies
who lunch set and power elite.  Hollywood agents, publicists and stars stock up on ReSami Miracle Hair
Treatment for those last-minute hair emergencies.  And for good reason.  ReSami Miracle Hair gives new
life and shine to tired, worn-out hair.  The "mane" attraction is the mix of natural and Ayurvedic
ingredients, that renew hair and give it new life, without containing chemicals or heavy ingredients that
weigh hair down.  A comprehensive hair care treatment, ReSami Miracle Hair makes the user seem to glow
from within.  It works on all hairstyles.  The best bob? The latest sideswept ponytail? Long tousled bleach
blonde locks? ReSami Miracle Hair uses bold ingredients to mend some of the most up-to-the-minute
hairstyles to grace the best-tressed celebrity clients with shiny, luminous color, bounce and body.  

It brings out the radiance of natural haircolor and highlights alike, taking dull, muted color and boosting its
lustrous, rich hues.  ReSami Miracle Hair is a texturizer that makes hair thicker, silkier and baby soft to the
touch.  California girls use ReSami Miracle Hair to protect their beachy blonde locks against UV and
environmental damage.  Users feel pampered and relaxed with this proven hair treatments, which sets
ReSami Miracle Hair apart from any other hair treatment serum on the market.  You don't have to be a
jet-setter to get movie-star hair with ReSami Miracle Hair. ReSami Miracle Hair is a clear, weightless
serum packaged in a convenient, single-treatment, hot-pink capsule that lets you achieve salon results at
home.  Use it and look like you just got back from the hottest salon.  Be forewarned: when you use ReSami
Miracle Hair your hair will be so shiny and soft that random strangers may come up to you just to touch
your hair!  

About ReSami Miracle Hair  

ReSami Miracle Hair was formulated by Advanced Health Laboratories.  Advanced Health Laboratories
develops the most innovative and dramatic advances in health and wellness technologies and science. They
focus on newly emerging ingredients and formulations that can provide significant advantages over
products more commonly available. Advanced Health Laboratories collaborates with the top scientists and
researchers from all over the world to create products that deliver proven results for silky skin and lustrous
hair based on the latest scientific and medical breakthroughs.  The company was co-founded by Dr. Dipak
K. Ghosh, an Ayurveda expert, and Robert G. Sheasby, one of the top cosmetics executives in the world.
Each have over 30 years experience in the health and wellness industries.  Dr. Ghosh, born and raised in
India, brings a wealth of experience researching, teaching and lecturing around the world about ancient
Ayurvedic beauty secrets for hair and skin.  He is a product developer and consultant to some of the world's
leading beauty brands.  He only uses the purest Ayurvedic herbs to create a mind, body connection between
inner and outer beauty.  ReSami is available in a 30 capsule treatment pack for $20.95 at
www.resamihair.com.

# # #

Advanced Health Laboratories, LLC was created to find and bring to consumers the most innovative and
dramatic advances in health and wellness technologies and science. Our search focuses on unknown and
newly emerging ingredients and formulations that can provide significant advantages versus the products
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currently available. We work with scientists all over the world to find and develop products that are truly
unique and superior, providing products for hair based on the latest breakthroughs.

Website: www.resamihair.com

--- End ---
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